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Abstract
A three-year, NASA/BMDO-sponsored experimental program to conduct per-
formance and plmne I)h_.sma property measurements on two Russian Stationary
Pl_ma Thrusters (SPTs) h_ been completed. The program utilized exl_erimentM
facilitates at the University of Michigan's Plasmadynamics and Electric Propulsion
Laboratory (PEPL). The main features of the proposed effort were as follows: We
• Characterized Hall thruster [and arcjet] performance by me_uring ion ex-
haust velocity with probes at various thruster conditions.
• L'sed a variety of probe diagnostics in the tilruster plmne to mea.sure plmsma
properties and flow properties including T_ and n_, ion current density and
ion energy distribution, and electric fields by mapping plasma potential.
• Used emission spectroscopy to identify species within the plume and to mea-
sure electron temperatures.
A key and unique feature of our research was our collaboration with Russian
Hall thruster researcher Dr. Sergey A. Khartov, Deputy Dean of International
Relations at the Moscow Aviation Institute (MAI). His activities in this program
included consulting on and participating in research at PEPL tI_rough use of a
MAI-bttilt SPT and ion energy probe.
1 Introduction
1.1 Need for High Performance Propulsion
Propulsion systems having high exhaust velocities (U_ > 10 kin/s) are desirable for a
variety of space missions. In order for a propulsive system not to require an inordinate
amount of propellant, its exhaust velocity should be of the same order a.s the characteris-
tic velocity increment (Delta-V) required for a given space mission. Studies have shown
that for orbit transfer missions of interest by NASA and the DOD, a characteristic ve-
locity increment of over six kilometers per second may be necessary[I]. Cryogenically
fueled chemical rockets which rely on the intrinsic energy available from the chemical
reactions of their constituent propellants are inherently limited to e:dlaust velocities of
5 km/s. Chemical rockets which use "space storable" fuels such as hydrazine are lim-
ited to exhattst velocities of 3..5 km/s. Thus, propulsion systems which produce exhaust
velocities considerably higher than those obtained with chemical systems would benefit
a variety of orbital space missions.
Studies have shown that ideally, an engine which would be used a.s the primary
source of propulsion for orbit transfer missions or for satellite station-keeping should
prodtfizeane×haustvelocitybetween10and20km/s. Toachievethisperformance,a
propulsionsystemmus_accelerateitspropellantgaswithoutrelyingoilenergyaddition
throughchemicalreactions.Oneapproachis theapplicationof electricalenergy'soa
gasstreamm theformofelectricalheatingand/orelectricandmagneticbodyforces.
Thistypeof propulsionsystemiscommonlyknownaselectricpropulsion.
Electricpropulsioncanbecategorizedintothree_oups[2]:
1. In Electrothermal Propulswn Systems. a gas is electricall.v heated, either with resis-
tive elements or through the use of an electric arc, and is subsequentl.v expanding
through a supersonic nozzle to produce thrus_.
2. Electrornagm't_c Propugsion Systems use electroma_metic body forces to accelerate
a highly ionized plasma.
3. Electrostatic Propulsion S_jstems use electrostatic forces to accelerate ions.
In addition to possessing suitable exhaust velocities, an electric propulsion system
must be able to convert ouboard spacecraft power to the directed kinetic power of
the exhaust stream efticientlv. Thrust efficiency (cf. gq. 1), defined as the fraction of
thruster power that is converted into directed thrust power, where m is the propellant
mass flow rate. U, is the propellant exhaust velocity, and P, is the total input thruster
power, is a measure of how efficiently an electric propulsion system utilizes spacecraft
power for thrust.
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Electrothermal ,%'st_mls have limited :Lr,i:itv for orbit transfer missions because of
performance constraints (i.e., low thrust eilicienciesi pIaced on them by excessive frozen
flOW alld electrode lossesi3 , -l, 5].
Steady-state electromagnetic systems have demonstrated high thrust eMciencies
only at, power levels that far exceed those generated onboard current spacecraft[6, 7].
However, researchers at NASA are currently evaluaung pulsed magnetoplasmadynamic
(MPD) thrust, ers as a means of propelling orbit transfer vehicles with moderate solar
power suppliers (_10 kW).
Gridded electrostatic engines (e.g. ion en_nes), which can achieve large exhaust
velocities (U, > 50 kin/s) at high thrust et_ciencies (>0.7), have traditionally demon-
strated efficient performance at exhaust velocities above 30 kin/s[2, 8, 9], beyond the
desired range for orbit transfer missions. Dlrthermore, ion engines also suffer from
acceleration grid erosion due to sputtering from energetic neutrals created by charge-
exchange collisions, and from severe power processing mass penalties paid for the large
operaLing voltages (e.g., 2000 V) of these engines.
Therefore, the ideal propulsion system for orbit transfer missions and for satellite
station-keeping is one that efficiently accelerates propellant (e.g., through electrostatic
means) to modest exilaust velocities while requiring discharge voltages of less than
1000 V. As is shown below, tile Hall thruster is a device which fulfills these requirements.
1.2 Background on The Hall Thruster
The Hall thruster is an electrostatic engine that was developed in tile 1960s to alleviate
the thrust density limitation of ions engines that results from %pace-charge" effects
within the acceleration volume. These engines were also attractive from the standpoint
that since _ids are not required to accelerate iOllS, Hall thrusters do not suffer from
the large _id erosion rates of tile ion engines. Interest in the Hall thruster waned
in tile early 1970s because of budgetary cuts and becattse American researchers were
never able to demonstrate that Hall thrusters could operate at thrust efficiencies near
those achieved with ion engines(10, 11, 12]. As such, Hall thruster research essentially
disappeared in the U.S. between 1972 and 1985. Prom 1985 to 1990, Ford Aerospace
(now Space S.vstenm/Loral), in conjunction with the NASA Lewis Research Center
(LeRC), funded a small research effort to determine if Hall thrusters could be used for
North-South satellite station-keeping (NSSK). This pro_am proved to be unsuccessft,1
and was abandoned.
Througimut this period however, Hall thrtLster research flourished in the Soviet
Union. Hall thrusters were first tested in space in 1971 with immediate success[13, 14].
Since then, over seventy Hall thrusters are claimed to have been used onboard Soviet
spacecraft (mostly _us plasma contactors). Recently, because of claims made by" Russian
researchers ! of high thrus_ etliciencv (_40-75%) at specific impulses that are ideal for
missions m earth orbit (1600 secomis), there has been a great deal of interest m using
Russian-made Hall thrusters on American spacecraft. Clearty, such a device with per-
formance far superior to that of arcjets, currently the most advance propulsion system
proposed for American spacecraft, would not, only serve as an excellent thruster for
NSSK, b_tt potentially could be scaled in power to propel orbit transfer veilicles.
1.3 The Hall Thruster
There are two t_qpes of Hall thrusters that have been studied at _eat lengths, tile end-
Hall thruster and tile closed-drift thruster. Both engines, in principle, are capable of
producing specific impulses in excess of 1500 seconds with xenon at a thrust efficiency
~50%.
I Most of these cl,'xin_s have been substantiated by a team of American researchers who traveled to
Ru._sia and evaluated the performauce of a 1.35 k'vV Hall thruster.
Figure I: Schematic dia-,Tam of an end-Hall thruster.
The end-Hall thruster is a _idless electrostatic device in which propellant is first
ionized in the discharge chamber and then accelerated by" an axial electric field produced
by the interaction of the discharge current with an applied diver_ng axial ma_letic
field (of. Fi_tre 1). This magnetic field is supplied by either permanent mallets or a
solenoid. As is shown in Fi_tre 1, multiple power supp[ie_ are needed to run this t,y-pe of
thruster, tile most demanding of whict_ is needed to supply the discharge current. These
thrusters are typically between ten and twenty centimeters in diameter and operate at
power levels of a few kilowatts or less. The applied ma_mtic field strength is usually
selected so that the electron conductivity parallel to the nla_etic field lines is much
g-rearer than the transverse electron conductivity;
_It >> o-,_. (2)
This typically corresponds to an applied field strength on the order of 0. I T (1000 Gauss).
hi accordance to Equation 2, one would expect equipotentia[ lines to be parallel
with magmetic field lines. However. numerous experiments have found that substantial
voltage uadients exist parallel with the mag_letic field, in approximate agreement with
thefo!lowmgexpression[I5]
= tn(_j (3)
where k is tile Boltzmaml constant, T_ is file electron temperature, e is the elementary
electric charge, and B/Bo reflects tile variation ill ma_letic field strengdl over the extent
at which tile change m voltage (AVe) is calculated. [t is this voltage drop, calculated
over the entire extent of the discharge chamber, that is responsible for the acceleration
of the ionized propellant.
The other variant of Hall thruster, tile type that was frequently used ill the former
Soviet Union over the past twenty ?'ears, is a variant of the dosed-drift Hall accelera-
tor (cf. Figure 2) called the Stationary Pl_ma Thruster (SPT). Tile SPT is a coaxial
device in which a magnetic field that. is produced by an electroma_mt is channeled be-
tween all tuner ferromagnetic core (pole piece) and outer ferroma_mtic ring, resulting
ill all e_entiallv radial magnetic field. An axial electric field is provided by applying
a voltage between tile anode and tile downstream cathode. Insulation is used to pre-
vent tile plasma fi'om shorting out the discharge through the magnet pole pieces. The
perpendicular electric and ma_letic fields establish all azimuthal electron Hall current.
In its basic form, acceleration in tile SPT thruster arises from tile force generated by
tile cross product of tile radial ma_letic field with tile azimuthal Hall current formed
from the ExB drifts of tile electrons. The ma_mtic field strength is generally chosen
so that the length of the accelerating channel is much larger than the electron Larmor
radius, but is much smaller than the ion Larmor raditts, so that in principle, the ma_mtic
field suppre.ses the axial mobility of the electrons while exerting essentially no effect
on tile ion d_mamics. As a result, the pIa.sma can support an axial electric field with
a potential difference close to the applied voltage between the electrodes. This electric
field provides the mechanism for ion acceleration.
Although they vary m size and input power (e.g. 7 cm in diameter at 660 W and
20 cmm diameter at 6 kW), SPT's that are currently being considered for satellite NSSK
roles have input power levels between 0.5 and 3 kW and propellant (xenon) flow rates
up to 10 mg/s. These devices typicail.v operate at a discharge voltage of approximately
300 V at a few amperes of current. Up to 80% of this discharge voltage is effectively
utilized ill tile acceleration of tile bulk of tile propellant. This accounts for the fact
that approximately 50% of the thruster input power is converted into directed kinetic
power. Although Hall thrusters have characteristics that make them ideal for station-
keepmg and orbit trausfer applications, thee devices have specific problems which make
the integration of them with spacecraft all interesting challenge. This problem is the
primary motivation for the proposed work.
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of a R_ks.sian Stationary Phksma Thrtkster.
1.4 N'Iotivation for Research Program
Some key problems that phtgue these engines are described in the following sections.
The section describes problems t,hat are germane to the efficient operation of these
thrusters.
1.4.1 Thruster Specific Engineering Issues
One of the reasons that the Hall thruster w_ abandoned in the United States was
that the thrust efliciencies of these engines never approached those obtained by gridded
electrostatic thrusters. The three major factors that led to the deficient performance of
the Hall thrusters were that: (i) a small fraction of the ionized propellant was accelerated
by the electrostatic field: (ii) the electron diffusion rate through the ma_etic field was
too large; and (iii) a large fraction of the exhaust kinetic energu' of the ions was lost due
to ion impact with the discharge channel walls.
Tg"quantifythesedeficiencies,useismadeoftile followingterms[16].Tile propellant
utilization,
mi 3'_, (4)
flu = elil
where mi is the ion mass, 36 is the ion beam current, and til is the propellant mass
flow rate, is a measure of how much of the propellant is ionized and utilized as beam
current. The acceleration ej_czency,
.Jb
where J_ is the total discharge current, describes the fraction of thruster current that
is composed of accelerated ions. Assuming that only singly-charged ions are produced,
the thrust can be written as
T = & V/2,m V,,,/e (6)
where V,n is the average ion beam energ2¢, calculated by suitably averaging the ion
beam ener_' distribution. Neglecting power needed for the ma_mt(s) or for heating
the hollow cat.hode or cathode filaments, the thrust efficiency of the Hall thruster can
be written as
T 2 (r)
rhh -- 2rh.]_ V,_
where V_ is the total voltage drop througil the discharge. Defining the fraction of the
discharge voltage that is utilized in propellant acceleration (beam energy efficiency) by
the following equation
gm
'_ = -g2_' (s)
and substitutillg Equations 4, 5 6, and 8 into Equation 7"yields
Uth = rl,*llaTle (9)
Therefore _usEquation 9 suggests, thrtmt, efficiency suffers when a small fraction of the
propellant is ionized, a large portion of the discharge current is carried by the electrons
(due to anomalous cross-field diffusion for example), or when a small fraction of the
discharge ener_' is used to accelerate the exhaust ions.
Researchers in the Soviet Union were able to combat many of these problenks by
manipulating the applied magnetic field profile of these engines. By applying a highly
convex ma_mtic field that monotonically increases axially' from the anode to the cath-
ode, the Soviets were able to substantially decrease the rate of cross field diffusion of
electrons due to plasma instabilities while reducing the tmmber of accelerated ions that
collide-withthe insulatorwalls[14].In addition,byusingxenon instead of argon, the
propeilant most American Hall thruster researchers used, the Soviet thrusters were able
to operate with a much higher fraction of propellant utilization than their American
counterparts. As a result of these changes, Soviet Hall thrusters are able to operate
at thrust efliciencies twice as high as those obtained in the United States. It is this
technical expertise in the Hall thruster physics, which exists only in the former Soviet
Union, that we applied in our research.
Although the performance of the Hall thruster is pronfising as is evident from the
recent set of measurements made at the NASA LeRC [17], there are still a great deal
of questions that surround the operation of these devices. For example, in the tests
reported in Ref. [17], a SPT _llat the Russians are trying to cmmnerciaiize for satellite
station-keeping (SPT-100) was found to the be very sensitive to back_ound chamber
pressure and cathode flow rate. Bv metering xenon into the chamber through a cham-
ber side port, these researchers were able to vary chamber pressure by over an order of
magnitude. Specifically, they found that for many operating conditions, thruster per-
formance improved with increasing chamber pressure up to a point. Beyond this pomt
the thruster would become unstable exhibiting large curreut and plume oscillations the
latter of which were visible to the naked eye. In fact, the thruster periodically entered
times of oscillatory operation which inexplicable would follow and preface periods of
quiescent operation [17]. As the tests progressed in time, the envelope of stable thrttster
operation collapsed towards the so-called "desi_l operating point." Other recent ex-
perimental pro_ams that conducted SPT performance and life-time testing and phtme
plmsma property measurements also reported equally odd thruster behavior [18, 19].
This clearly' ilhtstrates that much of the underlying physics of these devices are not well
understood.
2 Summary of Results
Activities during the initial portion of the funding period centered around facilities mod-
ification and development diagnostics needed for plume characterization. Experiments
with Hall thrusters soon followed. The diagnostics that were developed over this initial
period included a thrust stand, Lan_mfir probe, the impact pressure probe, emission
spectroscopy, the retarding potential analyzer, and the emis,sive probe. A microwave
mterferometer wa.s also developed and used at PEPL under a separate activity'. Because
a closed drift thruster was not available for most of this period, most of these me,'Lsure-
ments were made with an end-Hall thruster and an arcjet, both of which were supplied
by NASA LeRC. It was not until September 1994 that experiments with a stationary-
plasma thruster, supplied by the *Ioscow Aviation Institute, commenced (see below).
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Figure 3: Schematic dia_am of the 500 \V end-Hall thruster.
2.1 Results with the end-Hall Thruster
Fig-ure 3 shows a cross sectional view of the 0.5 kXV-class end-Hall that was supplied by
the NASA LeRC for this study. Tile engine is composed primarily of four components:
1) the cathode (not shown on figure); 2) the anode: 3) the discharge chamber: and 4)
the magnet (solenoid).
The cathode used for this study is the standard hollow cathode used in xenon ion
thrusters at NASA LeRC. The cathode consists of a 0.25-inch-diam. bv 4-inch-long
molybdenum-rhenium tube. A thoriated-tungsten end-plate with a 60-rail-diam. orifice
is electron-beam welded to one end. The other end of the cathode contains fittings
for propellant delivery. The catimde insert is a smtered tungsten cylinder impregnated
with 4BaO-CaO-AI2Oa. The cathode is situated at the "12-o'clock" position above the
discharge chamber, pointing approximately 45 de_ees toward the center with its orifice
some 0.75 inches downstream of the discharge chamber e_t (2.78 in downstream of the
anode).
The anode used for the tllruster serves as the primary propeUant delivery system
as weN. The anode is a 1.75-inch-diam molybdenum disc recessed within the 2-inch-
long by 3-inch-diam. (i.d.) molybdetmm discharge chamber (cf. Figure a). The anode
contains twelve propellant injection holes, each located 0.825 inches radially from the
anode centerline. The discharge chamber rests on a Macor block that is bolted to an
aluminum thruster illottl]t. The discharge chamber is insulated from the anode with
boron-nitride.
The lua_letic field is supplied by a solenoid located 0.25 inches behind the discharge
chamber.Thesolenoidrestsona G-10blockthat is boltedto thealumimunmount
andconsistsof approximately60turnsof '--'6gagesolidcopperwirewrappedaround
a soft-ironspool. At asolenoidcurrentof 10A, themaximumradialmaDleticfield
strengthnlea-suredin tiledischargechamberwasapproximately12G.Thethemaximum
magnitudeof tile magneticfieldwithin thechamberis estimatedto be25G. Thus,
modificationsweremadeto theoriginaldesign_oincre:mefieldstrength.Theseincluded
surroundingthedischargechamberwit,h a soft-ironring,andlksingironbarsto more
efficientlyconducthema_leticfieldfromthesolenoidto thering.Thismodification
increasedtilemaximumfieldstrengthwithin thechamberto 75(3(at 10A). Although
this valueis still too low to provideaneffectivemeansof ion acceleration,it is of
sufficientstrengthto magnetizetheelectrons. Details of tile design modifications are
given below.
Figure 4 shows a schematic of the power supply circuit used to operate tile thruster.
Four power supplies were used for the thrtuster: one each for the discharge, tile cathode
heater, the magnet, and the i_,mitor/keeper electrode. Hall thruster main discharge
power is provided by a 10 k\V Sorenson DCR 600-16T power supply that is capable
of providing 16 Amps of current at 600 V. This power supply is connected in series
with tile thruster through a variable ballast resistor.._la_let and cathode heater power
are provided by Kikisui voltage and current regulated DC power supplies. The i_:itor
supply w_m custom built for this application and is ba.sed on a design used at NASA
LeRC to ignite ion thrusters. The ignitor can provide 2000 V DC at a ma.ximum
current of 200 mA. Although the negative lead of the ignlitor is always connected to tile
cathode, the positive lead can be connected either to the anode or the ignitor electrode
(cf. FiDlre 4). A series of high current (12 A) 1000 V blocking diodes is placed along tile
discharge power supply line to protect tile Sorenson from high voltage when the i_litor
is used at, the anode. However. since tile thruster w_us found to igqlite more readily when
the i_litor electrode is _Lsed, only the ignitor electrode wa.s used in starting tile Hall
thruster. Usually an ignfitor voltage of 300-500 V w,_s required to i_:ite the engine.
Hall thrtLsters t,_pically operate with radial magnetic field strengths between i00
and 500 G and discharge voltages of a few huudred volts at a few amperes of discharge
current. Since the m,-L\imum field strength in tile discharge chamber of tile original
thruster was measured at less than 100 G for the mmximum current tile solenoid can
tolerate (30 A), the likelihood of achieving acceptable performance with this device is
nil. This w_m latter verified with initial end-Hall thruster runs.
Initial attempts to start the thruster failed. It was learned that the thruster was
operated only brietly at NASA LeRC prior to being shipped to PEPL and that the
cathode of the engine may have been damaged during tile LeRC test and by prolonged
exposure to the atmosphere during its year-long storage at PEPL. After activating the
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Finite 4: Power supply circuit of tile eud-Hall thruster.
cathode widl hydrogen several times to remove excess moisture, tile thruster started.
At a discharge current of 5 A, and a total argon zm_ss flow rate of 2.4 mg/s with a
25% cathode flow fraction (i.e., 0.6 mg through the cathode and 1.8 mg/s through the
anode), the discharge voltage remained below 55 volts. Increasing the solenoid current
from i to 10 A had little effect on die discharge voltage. Considering the losses incurred
from ionization alone (tens of" eV per ion), this voltage is far too low to yield acceptable
thruster performance. Thus, modificat, ions were made to the thruster to increase the
local field st,reugth.
A schemat, ic of tile modified device is show_l m Figure 5. The solenoid was moved
slightly closer to the anode, to within ,-,0.20 inches of the discharge chamber (the closest
possible with this design). Highly permeable pieces of soft-iron were machined into pole
pieces to conduct tam ma_letic field to the discharge chamber. An iron tube was placed
betweeu the auode aud the etectromaglmt, aud an iron ring was slipped around the
discharge chamber such that the rear portion of the ring is ali_ed with the anode
surface. To complete the magnetic circuit, two iron loops were fastened to the ring pole
piece aad the rear pole of the electromag_mL This design places irol_ along most of
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Figure 5: Schematic of the modified end-Hall thruster.
the path that the most intense portion or the solenoid magnetic field would naturally
propagate through. The portion of tile circuit tllat is open corresponds to tile anode
tenon of the discharge.
Figure 6 shows a comparison of the radial magnetic field profile of the original
thruster compared to that after the modifications were made. Small radial and axial
Hall probes were used to map tile ma_mtic field throughout the discharge chamber.
The position of the Hall element with respect to the sensor tip dictated how close to a
solid boundary me_usurements could be made. In general, the modifications resulted in
a three-fold increase m radial magletic field strength for a gven solenoid current. \Vith
an operating current of 10 A, the magnetic field of the original desigm was observed to
fall off to negligible values within 0.25 inches of tile anode, whereas more reasonable
values, however small, were measured after the modifications were made.
The modified thruster maintained stable operation at, 5 A, a total argon mass flow
rate of 1.7 mg/s (20% cathode flow fraction) for approximately 4:5 minutes before failing.
The modifications increased the discharge voltage at this condition from 45 V to 90 V.
Tank pressure was approximately 0.003 Pa (3 x 10 -5 Torr) during this test. The cause
of the failure was never determined but is thought to be a short between the igmitor
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Figure 6: Solenoid radial magnetic field profile (all values are in Gauss).
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electrodeandtile cathode.Onlythrust, Lan_nuirprobe,andemi._sionspectroscopy
datawerecollecteduringthisrun.
A radiation-cooledversionof tileNASALeRCthrus_standwasusedforall perfor-
mancemeasurementsin conjunctionMKSma.ssflowmeters/controllers.Attemptsat
makingthrustmeasurementswithend-Hallthruster,however,werelargelyunsuccess-
ful. A specificimpulseof 190secwasmeasurewhenthesolenoidcoilwassetto --_2A.
Although"modest:'in comparisonto theSPT-100,tilemeasuredspecificimpulseishigh
enoughto suggestthat theargonheavyparticletemperatureisprobablyon theorder
of I eV.sincemostofthis thrustismostlikelydueto therandomthermalexpansion
of theplasmafromthethrustercllamber.Attemptsat measuringthrustwith higher
solenoidcurrentsfailed(e.g.,negativethrustsweremeasured),mostlikelybecauseof
insufticientshieldingand/orthermaldrifts.
A cylindricalsingleLangmuir probe, with a 9-rail-diam. by 0.75-inch-long tungsten
wire collector electrode, was used to measure ne and T_ in the near-field thruster plume.
The electrode of the probe is at, tached to the center conductor of a triaxial boom that is
constructed of titanium with Teflon insulation. The boom is approximately 0.166 inches
in diameter and 7 inches long.
The collector electrode of tile probe was biased with respect to tile chamber wall with
a Kepco model BOP 100-2M pro_ammable bi-polar power supply. A function generator
was used to provide the 12.7 Hz trian_tlar so_rce waveform that wa.s amplified to -4-50 V
by tile bi-polar supply.
Current through the small probe wa.s mea.sured with a 100 Ohm shunt. Probe volt-
ages measured with respect to tank ground were collected with voltage probes and
operation amplifiers. Amplifier output signals were collected both by the data acquisi-
tion system (LabView) for storage and I_tter proce,ssmg, and bv a Tektronix 500 MHz
diNtal oscilloscope for real-time proces.smg. The data acquisition system stored 50 pairs
of probe voltage-current data points per voltage ramp.
All near-fieht mea,surements were made with the tip of tile Lan_nuir probe placed
1.2 inches downstream of tile discharge chamber exit. For these measurements, the
probe was quickly moved to tile collection site, kept there long enottgh to collect ten
ramps of data (_I sec), Ztlld rapidly' move out of the plume to allow for probe cooling.
This approach also served as an effective means of cleaning tile probe and could be used
to probe within the discharge chamber.
Figure 7 shows electron number density versus radius taken 1.2 inches from tile
thruster e.,dt. The thruster was operating at a current of 5 A, a total mass flow rate
of 1.7 mg/s (20% through the cathode), and a solenoid current of 30 A. Tank pressure
was measured at 3.7 x 10 -s Tort d_tring these me,'ksurements. Because of excessive
signal noise on tile Langmuir probe traces, realistic electron temperatures could not
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Figure 7: Electron number density profile 1.2 inches from thruster exit plane.
measured. Therefore, an electron temperature of 2 eV was used for determining tile
electron munber density from the ion saturation current. Tile value of 2 eV is based
spectroscopic data described below.
Over a 1 inch region, tile electron number density remains relatively fiat at a density
of _4 x 101° cm -3 . The scatter in the data is a reflection of the periodic changes in
thruster operating conditions that were observed.
Thruster current was maintained by operating tile Sorenson power supply in constant
current, mode. Thtas, discharge voltage is atttomatically adjusted to maintain tile set
current. Over the course of a few minutes however, the discharge voltage would vary by
as much ms 20 volts (i.e., 854-20 V) before returning to its ori_nal value. The reason
for this low frequency c_scillation has not been determined, however, sinlilar phenomena
have been seen in or, her Hall thruster experiments[IT].
Emi,_sion spectroscopy was rased to estimate tile electron temperature near the exit
plane of tile thruster. An achromatic lens was used to collect light 0.5 inches downstream
of the thruster exit platte along the centerline. The light collected by the lens was
focused onto a silica optical fiber wtfich carried the light out of the vacuum chamber
to the collection optics at the spectrometer. A Spex 500bl spectrometer, fitted with an
1800 groove.s/ram holographic grating blazed at 500 ran, was used to analyze the light
collected at the entrance slit. Both the entrance slit and tile exit slit were set at 100
microns to maximize the amount of light collected.
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Sp.e_:trawereacquiredin the340-520nmrangein anattemptto obtaininformation
fromthoseexcitedstateswithenergiesneartile ionizationboundary.Suchstatesare
spacedcloselytogetherandaregoodcandidatesto beinequilibriunlwithtileelectrons.
Forthesemeasurements,tile thrusterwasoperatedat a currentof 5 A,a totalmass
flowrateof 1.7mg/s(20%throughthecathode),andasolenoidcurrentof 30A.
Theportionof theargonspectrumanalyzedcontainedbothsinglyionizedargon
linesandneutrallines,however,thestrongestsigmalsobtainedin thisregionofspectra
camefromArll (singlyionized)lines.Tomminnzerrorsassociatedwithintensitymea-
surements,onlylinesassociatedwithsinglyionizedargonwereusedin theBoltzmann
plot forcalculatingT_.Althoughtilelinesacquiredwereontheorderof 5 eV below the
ionization potential of singly ionized argon, the lines were still somewhat closely' spaced
together in energy.
Four lines - 381 nm, 428 nttl, 440 illll, and 455 nm - were used for the Boltzmann
plot of Figure 8. The selected points from tile spectra match the line-fit ral:her well.
An electron temperature of is 2.3 eV is calculated from the slope. Because the intensity
contributions come from a chord along tlle plume cross section, this temperature should
be thought of as a plume-inte_ated average electron temperature across the centerline
at this axial location.
The measured emission spectra from the en_ne are shown in Figure 9. Labeled oil
the _aph are prominent Arll lines. No strong lines for neutral or doubly ionized argon
were observed.
2.2 Results with the Arcjet
Because the arcjet was tile first operational engine at, PEPL, it was used _s a vehicle
for developing and testing diagnc,stim. A standard tab-model l k\V arcjet and PPU
(both supplied by NASA LeRC) were used [or this work. The en_ne features a 2%-
thoriated tungsten cathode and a nozzle (also of 2%-thoriated tungsten) that serves as
the anode. The arcjet has a 0.51-ram-diam. by 0.25-ram-long constrictor, a 30 degree
half-angle converging nozzle section upstream of the constrictor, and a 20 degree half-
angle diverging section. Tile exit diameter of the nozzle is 9.52 ram, _ving tile expansion
section all area ratio of 350. Tile electrode gap spacing is 0.51 ram. Tile outer housing
of the device is constructed of titaniated zirconiated molybdenum (TZM).
Arcjet power is provided by' a 1800 \Vatt Sorenson power supply that is conditioned
by a NASA LeRC Power Processing Unit (PPU). The PPU nominally operates at output
voltages between 100 and 120 Volts aild at currents between 6 and 12 A with 4-1.5 A
ripple.
For plume measurements the thruster was nonfinally operated at a current of I0 A
oll pure hydrogen at a tm_ss flow rate of 15 mg/s. Thruster voltage was approximately
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Propellant I_ (see) Efficiency '_)
N2H4 (47rag/s) 426 36
NH3 (:38 rag/s) 411 30
H.2 (15 mg/'s) 700 :32
Table 1' Smmnary of arcjet performance at 10 A.
110 V at this condition. However, performance measurements were made with tile
thruster operating on simulated hvdrazme and ammonia ms well. Tank pressure was
maintained to 0.04 Pa (3 x 10 -a Tort) during all plume measurements.
Tile arcjet was allowed to run for a 20 minute warm-up period after i_ntion before
measurements were made. This time was determined to be the duration needed for tile
arejet to reach thermal equilibrium on tile basis of tile discharge voltage. Performance
measurements were made with simulated N2H4 at 47 nlg/s, simulated NH3 at 38 Illg/s,
and pure H. at 15 mg/s.
Figure 10 shows arcjet performance data for simulated hydrazme at 47 mg/s and for
currents between 6 and 12 A; tlle entire range of the PPU. Thrust efficiency is calculated
with tile following equation:
['P- (10)
This definition of thrust efficiency does not take into accotu_t cold-ga.s thruster perfor-
mance, nor does it include corrections to [,p for background pressure effects.
As tile figure shows, thrust elficiency ranges between 30 and 40%, and specific im-
pulse is between 350 and 450 sec. Since tile thrust and l_p lne_urements are expected
to be accurate to within a few percent at low power levels (i.e., current below 10 A),
the smaller error bars on the figures represent tile spread in raw data, typically .5-7°70.
For currents above l0 A, thrust was mea-sured to decrease with increasing power. This
is obviously a result of excessive thermal drifts of the thrust stand. Attempts at taking
this drift into account after the arcjet was turned off were not successful since thermo-
couples attached to the stainless-steel shell showed that once the arcjet is turned off,
the thrust stand quickly cools off prior to the post-run calibration.
Although not shown on the figure, performance measurements with NH3 and H 2 at
10 A and tile tm_ss flow rates noted above were also made. Typical values are presented
m Table 1.
Near-feld Langmuir probe measurements were made with probe described above in
the end-Hall thruster summary. A function generator w_s used to provide the 12.7 Hz
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triangular source waveform that was amplified to 4-I0 V by the bi-polar supply.
All uear-field measurements were made with the tip of the Lan_nuir probe placed
20 nun downstream of tile nozzle exit. To collect data this close to the exit, the probe
was quickly nloved to the collection site at the appropriate angle (see next para_aph),
kept there long enough to collect ten ramps of data (_1 sec), and rapidly move out of
tile plume to allow for probe cooling. This approach also served ms an effective means
of cleaning tile probe since tile probe electrode was observed to glow as it was removed
from tile plmne.
Since in the near-field re,on of the plume rp/,\o >__lO and ,\,/rp > lO0, the stan-
dard collisionless thin sheath Bohm ion saturation current model was tLsed to interpret
Lan_nuir probe data. To account for ion current collection due to convection from the
flowing pla.sma, the probe angle was varied between 0 and lO degrees with respect to the
plume axis of symmetry. I0 deg-rees was deternfined to be tile maximum angle possible
for tile boom of tile probe not to perturb the flow significantly.
Figure I1 shows radial electron temperature and number density profiles..-ks the
figure shows, electron number density measurements are quite sensitive to probe angle.
The peak value of ne (slightly offset from tile axis) at 10 deg-rees is more than twice
that with the probe alibied with tile thruster axis. However, tile n_ data for tile three
probe orientations converge with increasing radius, and identical values are predicted
18 mm from the centerline. LIF measurements have shown the axial velocity of hydrogen
arcjets to decrease rapidly with radius[20]. Thus, the fact that probe angle has little
influence on number density measurements at this location may be an indication that
the local flow velocity is clcxse to the heavy particle thermal speed, and so convective
ion collection at the probe becotnes indistinguishable from random fltcx collection.
Higher thau expected electron temperatures were measured with tile Lan_nuir
probe. Electron temper_Lture is seen to decrease with increasing probe angle but to
remain relatively constant with radius. This last trend has been observed in higher
powered hydrogen arcjets (10 kW) via emission spectroscopy[21]. Only the 10 deg-ree
probe data show expected values of Te. Tile reason for this probe angle dependence is
not known at this time.
[n order to measure electron temperatures and densities one meter from the arcjet
exit plane and beyond (the far-field), where io is on the order of 0.1 ram[4], a 0.42-
cm-diam, by 5.I-era-long rhenium cylindrical LanDnuir probe was used. The collector
electrode was formed by vapor-depositing rhenium on a molybdenum mandrill.
In the far-field, i_ and A i are expected to be an order of inaptitude larger than the
diameter of tile large probe and at least two orders of inaptitude larger than tile sheath.
Furthermore, since rv/X D will be approximately 20 or more for tile large probe, a thin
sheath saturation current model was used to analyze data from this [)robe. The probe
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was cleaned chemically (with Acetone) prior to each test.
Figure 12 shows profiles of electron temperature and nmnber density as measured
with the large probe using tile thhl sheath model. Tile probe angle was rotated to 0,
5, 10, 20, and 30 de_ees with respect to the thruster axis at each location. The table
position was adjusted automatically at each angle to ensure that the collector electrode
of the probe wa.s m the appropriate axial and radial positions. The probe wa.s moved
continuously at a radial speed of 1.2 cm/s. Thus. 50 pairs of probe voltage-current data
points were collected per millimeter of radial travel (voltage ramp). A Hewlett-Packard
workstation running _[ATLAB was used to process the tens of thousands of data points
to obtain electron temperatures and number densities. Only data collected at angles at
which tim axis of the probe is ali_led with the local flow (i.e., minimum ion saturation
current) are reported.
As the figure shows, tile peak number density drops from 5 x 109 to less than
2 x l09 cm -3 over a half-meter increase in axial position. At 30 cm from the exit, the
number density at the edge of the measurement re,on is nearly an order of magnitude
smaller than the peak value. At the 88 cm position, the radial electron number density
profile is flat. suggesting that the e,xhaust rapidly a_sumes a uniform spherical expansion
pattern. The variation m electron temperature, however, is not nearly so dramatic and
is approximately 0.l eV at both _xial locations. The increa.sed scatter and higher
indicated temperature at the fringe of the measurement
misali_mmnt with tile flow.
All spectra were taken with the arcjet operating at
15 mg/s of pure hydrogen with spectrometer described
region may be due to probe
I0 A at a mass flow rate of
above. Data were taken by
translating the fiber optics/lens _sembly via a stepper motor-driven linear stage in
1 mill/meter increments perpendicul_,r to the plume axis 12 mm downstream of tile exit
plane and 15 cm to the sitte of the arcjet centerline. The spectrometer entrance slit
was set at 100 microns to maximize the amount of light collected by the spectrometer
while tile exit slit was set at 500 u_icrons to ensure capture of Stark broadened hydrogen
lines. A chopper and lock-in atnplifier w_s also used to maximize signal fidelity. The
emissivity coefficient for each measured trausition w_s then calculated from intensity
profiles along various chords of the plume via Abel inversion. \Vith the emissivity
coefficient, Boltzmann plots were then made to determine the electron temperature as
a function of radius.
Figure 13 a) shows examples of Boltzmaml plots made at three radial locations,
12 nun downstream of tile exit plane. The 434 nm, 410 ran. and the 397 nm Balmer
lines were ttsed for this plot. The lmearity of this plot suggests that the upper states
used in the Boltzmann plot are in local thermal equilibrium with the electrons and can
be used to measure electron temperature.
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Figure 13 b) plots electron temperature, determined from the Boltzma,m plot, as
a function of radial position..-ks the fi_Ire shows, the electron temperature drops off
rapidly with radius. The peak electron temperature of ---0.13 eV is found near the center
of the plmne. At 10.5 nun from the plume center, the electron temperature drops to less
than 0.11 eV. Initially, four hydrogen Balmer lines were used in this study for making
Boitzmanu plots: the 486 n,n, 434 nm, 410 nm, and the 397 nm lines. It was observed,
however, that the electron temperatures predicted with these Boltzmann plots increased
with radius, a trend which is counterintuitive. This behavior suggests that the low lying
states on the plot may not be itl equilibrium with the electron energy distribution.
The 4S6 nm state lies 0.31 eV below the llearest upper exited state in the Bahner
series. As a consequence of the wide (relative to T_) energy spacing between this state
and its uearest upper excited state, it is improbable that the electrons are in equilibrium
witil it. Additionally, the intensity of this state decreases with radius as the trite electron
temperature and density decreases, and as the lower lying excited states in general fall
further out of equilibriu,n. This results in a flattening of the slope of the Boltzmann line
at large radii, resulting in artificially high T,. This low lying state was thus removed to
make Fi_tre 13 a), and the data were refitted to predict the electron temperature profile
shown in Finite 13 b). The electron temperatures calculated from the the corrected
Boltzmann plot are consistent with the energy spacing between these upper states.
This finding suggests that the tipper states used in Figure 13 a) are in local thermal
equilibrium with the electrons and can be used to mea.st,re electron temperature.
Of concern is the disa_eement between Lan_nuir probe and spectroscopy T, data.
Tile source of this discrepancy is unknown at this time. however, future experiments
will be performed to resolve this issue.
The probe used in tnaking sta_lation pressure nlemsurements in the arcjet plume
(cf. Figure 14) consists of a 10-cm-iong by 1.3-cm-diam. (o.d.) aluminum tube. with a
10 deg-ree lip, attached to all MKS model 627 Baratron capacitance manometer which
was calibrated to a pressure of 0.013 Pa (l x 10 -4 Torr). The purpose of the chamfer is
to minimized edge effects at the collection orifice by ensuring that most incident particles
are directed to the pressure measuring volume of the sensor[22]. Recent analytical and
particle-in-cell (PIC) code modeling at PEPL suggest that the error in this measurement
device, at these conditions, is approximately +30%.
Output from the Baratron was proc_s.sed with an MKS PDR-C-IC display and the
LabVIEW data acquisition system. The probe assembly was connected to a boom that
was placed on the probe positioning system. Through use of the theta table, the probe
could be rotated to more than 5:90 de_ees from the thruster ,axis.
Figure 15 shows t?'pica[ data from a theta scan from -90 to 90 degree, with the
probe at a fixed spatial location approximately 0.5 meters from the nozzle exit. The
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Fi#tre 14: Detail of the impact pressure probe _sembly showing I0 degree internal
dlamfer on probe lip.
local flow angle call be interpreted as tile point corresponding to the nla.xinmm pressure
reading (i.e., when the probe is pointed directly into the oncoming flow). The fi_lre
shows that the local flow angle at this spot is appro.'dmately 20 de_ees with respect to
the thrttster axis. This process can be repeated at various axial and radial locations to
map the local flow field in terms of direction. An example of tills is shown in Figure 16
which shows flow angle as a f_mction of radial position 48 cm downstream of nozzle exit.
Flow angle at each spot is detertmned from recording the angle of maximum pressure
when the probe is rotated through 180 degrees at a fixed spatial location. Tile curve on
this fi_tre shows llow atlg[e as computed from the source ltow model de.scribed below.
As is expected, the flow _mgle of the expanding plume incremses with radial position.
Although few points are reported, the fact that the data corroborate the source flow
code and are symmetric about the thruster centerlh_e (0 inch position) is especially
encouraging.
Although it has been demonstrated that this tec}mique can be used to qualitatively
map the far-field flow pattern, it was of particular interest to determine if absolute pres-
sure measurements could be made. To this effect, the Revised Plume Model code (RPM)
from the NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) w_us used to generate dynamic pressure
simulations for the arcjet. The code is capable of generating a complete spatial flow-
field nlap of d_mamic pressure values for a nozzle e_austing into vacuum. Tlle input
parameters for the code include nozzle geometry, sta_ation pressure and temperature,
molecular weight, 7, and the boundary layer thickness at the nozzle exit.
Tile RPM code wa.s written at NASA JSC widl the goal of obtaining an accu-
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rate model of tile Shuttle Orbiter's Primary Reaction Control System (PRCS) nozzle
plumes[23]. The code has been _ound verified and modified using conventional cold
gas expansion nozzles in a large vacuum chatnber. No at;tempt was made at modifyqng
the code for arcjet plumes. The motivation behind the use of RPM in this research was
to test the validity" of this model in the mid to far-field region of a 1 kW arcjet plume
and to use it for comparison against impact pressure probe data.
Since the ionization fraction of the plume is low (< I0-2), a high temperature
neutral gas with .30% dissociated hydrogen was a.ssumed for the model. This level of
dis.sociation was estimated by as.suming the flow to be in chemical equilibrium in the
constrictor and frozen throughout the nozzle. Thus, the very small amount of ionization
in the plume combined with the simple nozzle geometry will create a plume flow field
that is similar to that of a conventional rocket with a high exhattst temperature[24].
Successful extension of conventional plume flow field solvers such as RPM to the plume
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of arcjets provides a simple method of predicting tile flow of the neutral species from
these devices. This application, if successful, would eliminate the need for development
of costly arcjet solvers employing complicated (and tmnecessary) models to account for
ionization and dissociation in the plume.
The RPM code is b_med on a source flow model in that the neutral gas species are
assumed to behave _us though they were emitted from a supersonic point, source located
at the nozzle exit plane. The density of this flow is assumed to fall off as the radius
squared in the inviscid core of tile plume to satisfy mass conservation. An exponential
decay factor is applied to the gas originating from the nozzle boundary layer. The
fundamental underlying equation of the model is given below for dynamic pressure, q,
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For _o _< _ _< _,
_(0) = [cos(_;-r ) l e-(I_÷2x)(°-e°). (13)
The parameter 0o is defined as the angle where tl_e inviscid plume core meets the
boundary layer gas in tile nozzle, 0L is the linuting Prandtl-Meyer expansion angle,
and the parameters/3 and X are related to tl_e density and velocity decay in the nozzle
boundary layer flow[24]. Ao a_d Pb are parameters related to tl_e formation of the
boundary layer and the supersonic expansion of the flow outside of the nozzle[25]. This
model is expected to be most accurate within 60 degrees of the thruster axis.
Fi_u'e 17 shows comparisotm between dynamic pressure profiles predicted by the
code and impact pressure probe data at two axial locations (53 and 64 cm from the
nozzle exit). As model inputs, the arcje_ boundary layer thickness was estimated to be
1 nml at the exit, and the stagnation temperature and pressure were set at 3300_ and
0.27 MPa, respectively. Data points represent radial sweeps at discrete probe angles
across the entire radial table (60 inches long) within a 50 degree cone from tile nozzle.
As the fi_cre shows, at each axial location the envelope of data is enclosed in tl_e profile
predicted by the model. The model predicts higher pressures near the ends of tl_e table
(+30 in) thau are measured. For these measurements, tank pressure was recorded at
0.019 Pa (1.4 x 10 -4 Tort) widl the side-mounted ionization gauges. Thus, die fact dmt
d3mamic and static pressure at the edge of the measurement region fall below the lower
lhnit detectable by the Baratron (0.01 Pa) not only corroborates ionization gauge data,
but suggests that the bulk of the neutrals flows within 2 meters of the plume center at
these axial locations. Lastly, by comparing measured pressures with measured electron
temperatures and number densities at these axial positions, and by assuming a heavy
particle translational temperature of 2000%{, an upper limit to the on-axis neutral gas
density was calculated to be --- 10 Is cm -3, corresponding to an ionizar.ion fraction of
10-4 "
2.3 Results with the Stationary-Plasma Thruster
Under this grant, Dr. Sergey Khartov of the Moscow Aviation [nstitute (MAI), a world-
renowned expert oa the Stationary-Plasma Thruster (SPT), participated in electric
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Figure 17: Impact pressure probe data at various angles vs. radial position at axial
positions 53 [a)] and 64 cm [b)] from the nozzle exit.
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propulsion research at the University of Michigan for five weeks as a visiting research
scientist. Dr. Khartov brought a lab-model SPT that is roughly equivalent to the
FAKEL-built SPT-100, three lanthanum hexaboride cathode inserts, and a 2.5-cm-
diam. three-_id retarding potential aualyzer (RPA). As part of an ongoing a_eement
between PEPL and MAI, these items were allowed to remain at PEPL for two years.
The thruster was operated at power levels between 400 W and 1.2 kW. Data included
in this report (see figures below) were obtained at a nominal operating regime of 240 V,
3.4 A, and at a krypton propellant mass flow rate of 3 mg/s (10% cathode split).
The technique used to determine the plasma potential employed a variation of the
_radi_iona_ly used emissive probe schemeI26 _. The tungster_ spira_ probe was run in two
regimes to obtain data which were then linedto deternline the plasma potential. The
cathode-emissive probe potential was ramped from zero to the near-plateau reDon of
the curve. The first data sweep determined the current-voltage characteristics from the
cold probe. The second sweep reqlfired probe heating while the near cathode region
was kept at a constant floating potential by regulating the cathode heater. The point
of intersection of the two I-V curves deternlined the plasma potential This technique
differs from that of using the derivative of the hot probe voltage-current characteristic
and using the maximum of this curve (point of inflection) to determine plasma potential.
In the future, both techniques will be compared.
For this test, the emissive probe was attached to the front face of the SPT at the
2 o'clock position (cathode was at the 12 o'clock spot). Figure 18 displays one set of
emissive probe data taken at this location. The initial se_nent of the heated probe
curve where the current between the cathode and the probe is decreasing is the probe
heating period during which the current in the probe is increased to 6 A.
As the figure shows, a 3.3 V drop exits between the cathode and the exit plane of
the en_ne, suggesting that most of the acceleration takes place inside the engine. This
result is consistent in that the region of intense ion acceleration (i.e., electric field) is in
the portion of the thruster where the electrons are most ma_mtized. The large insulator
erosion that is associated with this device also supports this finding.
An RPA was used to determine the distribution of ion energies in the plasma. It
was built at the MAI and features a l-inch-diam, face and three stainless steel grids.
The first grid floated to minimize perturbations to the plasma, the second _id repelled
the electron current at -30 V (with respect to the cathode), aad the third ga-id was the
ion retarding grid.
Fig'ure 19 a) aud b) contain data taken by the probe. As Figure 19 a) shows,
very little current is collected beyond a retarding potential of 300 V and no negative
current was observed at 400 V. The average potential drop that the ions are expected
to experience at this thruster setting is approximately 200 V. Thus, the ion energy
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Fi_lre 18: Current-voltage characteristics of the emissive probe with 4.1 V keeper
potential and krypton propellant. Potential is measured with respect to the cathode.
distribution was expected to peak at _200 V. However, as Figure 19 b) shows, the peak
takes place at 180 V. This discrepancy may be an indication that the magnetic field
topology of the lab-model device is not well tuned in comparison to the FAKEL-built
en_ne, or that our RPA voltage is off-set by 10-20 V. Experiments will be conducted
over the next year o[ support to determine the cause of this discrepancy.
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